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Abstract: Knowledge of the mechanism of action of antimicrobial agents is crucial for the

development of new compounds to combat microbial pathogens. To this end, computational

studies on the interaction of known membrane-active antimicrobial polymers with phospholipid

bilayers reveal spontaneous membrane insertion and cooperative action at low and high

concentrations, respectively. In late-stage attack, antimicrobials cross the membrane core and

occasionally align to provide a stepping-stone pathway for water permeation; this suggests a

possible new mode of action that does not depend on pore formation for transport to and across

the inner leaflet. The computations rationalize the observed activity of a new class of antimicrobial

compounds.

Introduction
The emergence of new bacteria and viruses,1,2 increasing
pathogen resistance to treatment,3 and the threat of bioter-
rorism4 underscore the vital need to understand the mecha-
nisms of action of antimicrobial molecules. For these reasons,
renewed interest in generic classes of antigenic therapeutic
agents5-11 has led to synthetic designs which show great
potential for combating infectious pathogens. Indeed, non-
peptidic synthetic antimicrobials show promise as effective
alternatives to their natural peptide counterparts.12 Some
advantages include lower cost of manufacturing and the fact
that synthetic molecules are more resistant to degradation
by the host organism. Various mechanisms of action have
been proposed for membrane-targeting antimicrobials. Al-
though no general mechanism of action has been established
even for cationic peptides, the commonly accepted Shai-
Matsuzaki-Huang model provides a reasonable explanation
for the observed antimicrobial activity of such com-
pounds.6,13,14A number of molecules exist, however, that do

not seem to completely follow this model in their mechanism
of action.15,16

Motivating the work presented here is a desire to under-
stand the nature of poration caused by synthetic antimicrobial
(AM) molecules interacting with a phospholipid membrane.
The specific AM molecule considered is the amphipathic
aryl amide dimer (Figure 1), which has been shown to have
potent antimicrobial activity and was inspired by natural and
synthetic peptides.6,10,12,17It was shown experimentally that
arylamide polymers, at different concentrations, act as
bactericidal agents.12 Their interaction with the membrane
was established by the measurement of AM induced calcein
leakage from large unilamellar vesicles. Here, we report the
results of coarse grained (CG) molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of a fully hydrated 256 dimyristoyl-phosphatidyl-
choline (DMPC) lipid bilayer in the presence of 0, 1, 2, 8,
or 18 AM molecules, to assess concentration dependent
effects on the membrane. Although the bulk concentration
is known experimentally, the two-dimensional concentration
of antimicrobials at the surface is not known. For this reason
we probe the antimicrobial-membrane relation at different
concentrations. These concentrations were chosen to be
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similar to those observed by Huang in experiments with
membrane-active peptides.7

Molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations provide
a powerful complement to experiments on biological sys-
tems,18,19 but to date attempts to explore the interactions of
antimicrobials with membranes have probed only relatively
short-time behavior20 (10 ns or so) and few have included
more than one membrane-active molecule.21 There is a lack
of quantitative information due to the difficulty in simulating
events that span the relevant range of time scales for the
host membrane, which is a sluggish partially ordered liquid-
crystalline system. Modern coarse grain (CG) work, inspired
by the pioneering efforts of Smit and co-workers,22 has
resulted in the development of several models for membrane
simulations in the past years.23,24Such advances in methodol-
ogy have allowed access to unprecedented time scales in MD
simulations, extending them toward biologically relevant time
scales.25 The longest simulation in this work, effectively 2
µs, would be difficult to run using all-atom interaction
potentials, with current algorithms and computational re-
sources.26 Using CG methods it is now possible to systemati-
cally explore events in this temporal regime.

Methods
CG Model. Reduced representations for water, alkane,
phospholipids, and the arylamide based antimicrobial are
used in the present work. The model is shown in detail in
Figure 1, with labels which will be referenced throughout
the manuscript. The model consists of units that represent

collections of atoms which are tuned to mimic some key
physical or structural features known from experiment or
atomistic simulation as shown in Figure 1a,b. The basic
model and current developments are described in detail in
our earlier papers.23,25,27 Briefly, single spherical sites
represent triplets of alkane carbon atoms and their ac-
companying hydrogen atoms (S2 and S3 units). The hydro-
carbon sites are linked together to form chains using
stretching and bending potentials. Single spherical sites also
represent triplets of water molecules (WS, not shown). The
headgroup units are chosen so that the choline (CH) unit is
represented by one site, the phosphate (PH) unit by one site,
and the glycerol (GL), along with the accompanying car-
boxylic acids (EST, not labeled in Figure 1 for clarity), by
three sites. Several existing units were used to build the
arylamide antimicrobial.12 The positively charged section was
approximated using an existing choline site (AM+), which
is similar to the group we are trying to emulate. The
remainder of the antimicrobial was modeled using generic
hydrophobic sites (S2, S3 where appropriate), and carboxylic
sites (EST) from the original model in an effort to preserve
both the hydrophobic and slightly hydrophilic character of
the antimicrobial bonds and the benzene ring. Special care
was taken to preserve the overall size and shape of the
arylamide molecules in the coarse grain construct.

One of the most important advantages of this approach is
the effective increase in simulation times when compared
to an equivalent all-atom molecular dynamics simulation.
With the present model we observe an increase in time

Figure 1. Inspiration for the design of synthetic antimicrobial targets and the coarse grain model used in the present simulations.
Left: Ribbon representation of magainin, a potent natural antimicrobial. The R-helix ribbon is colored by hydrophobicity
(red)hydrophobic, blue)hydrophilic), and selected individual amino acids are shown as sticks. Middle: The aryl amide dimeric
polymer, a purely synthetic molecule inspired by natural antimicrobials. Color code: carbon, green; sulfur, yellow; oxygen, red;
nitrogen, blue; hydrogen, white. Bottom: A coarse grain representation of the aryl amide dimeric polymer. Color code: cationic,
red; peptidic, blue; hydrophobic, yellow. Right: The corresponding units between an all atom DMPC molecule (left) and its CG
representation (right). Color code: nitrogen, blue; carbon, gray; oxygen, red; phosphate, orange; hydrogen, white. CG color
code: choline (CH), purple; phosphate (PH), red; glycerol (GL), blue-gray; alkane (S2), yellow; terminal alkane (S3), orange.
Circles in the atomistic representations correspond to the numbered units in the coarse grain representations.
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efficiency of about 4 orders of magnitude,25 currently
allowing access to microsecond phenomena employing
modest computational resources. In the present paper we
report effective simulation times for each simulation. We
have used the lateral lipid diffusion of the CG membrane
and compared this to the CG lateral diffusion of an all-atom
membrane. The two-dimensional lateral diffusion constant
for the LR phase of DMPC in the plane of the bilayer is 6.5
× 10-8 cm2 s-1 for an all-atom simulation and 6.3× 10-6

cm2 s-1 for the CG model. The CG lipid motions are
therefore 2 orders of magnitude faster than their all-atom
counterparts. We use a factor of 1× 102 to recalibrate the
simulation time evolution and account for the molecular
diffusion speedup. The effective simulation times reported
in the paper therefore reflect this correction.

Simulation. All the simulations presented in this paper
were run using our in-house CM3D molecular dynamics
program. The program can perform calculations with full
electrostatics, multiple time-step integrators following the
RESPA28 technique, and a wide variety of ensembles ranging
from microcanonical (NVE) to isobaric-isothermic (NPT).
The simulations contained in the present report were all run
using the NPT ensemble at 303 K temperature and 1 atm
pressure in an orthorhombic simulation cell with flexible
sides. The temperature and pressure were controlled with
the Nose´-Hoover chain methodology.29 The outer simulation
time step was chosen at 10 fs using a multiple time step
algorithm.

Five simulations are reported in this work containing 0,
1, 2, 8, and 18 antimicrobial molecules, placed in close
proximity (but outside) of a 256 DMPC hydrated lipid
bilayer, which was constructed as described previously.25 The
simulations were run for 204 ns, 86 ns, 160 ns, 160 ns, and
1.9 µs effective simulation time (referred to throughout the
text as AM0, AM1, AM2, AM8, and AM18, respectively).
With the present model these simulations, for the longest
run system, can be run on a high end Intel based single-
processor workstation within a few weeks.

Analysis. The atom weighted density profiles were
calculated by constructing a histogram along the axis
perpendicular to the bilayer plane of each CG unit. Each
unit was then weighted by the number of electrons of its
corresponding all-atom counterpart (e.g. 42 electrons for the
S2 site representing (-CH2-)3). The electron weight was
then distributed along the histogram using a Gaussian
function with a width corresponding to the Lennard-Jones
radius of the CG unit. Given the nonequilibrium nature of
the present simulations, the first quarter of the simulations
was not included in the calculation of the atom weighted
density profiles for simulations with 1, 2, and 8 AM, as
shown in Figure 4. The first 50 ns of the 18 AM simulation
were skipped. The next 150 ns were processed to obtain the
data presented in Figure 4. The last 200 ns of the 18 AM
simulation were used to generate the data presented in Figure
5.

Water transport across the bilayer was assessed by an
algorithm written to monitor water molecules that cross the
plane defined by the glycerol units on either bilayer leaflet.
A water unit was counted once it crossed both glycerol planes

passing across the bilayer core. Despite the length of the
simulation water crossing is still a rare event. We simply
divide the number of crossing waters by the simulation time
after half of the AM molecules flip-flop across the core of
the membrane to obtain a rough estimate of the qualitative
passage rate.

The molecule insertion coordinate was calculated by
obtaining the averagez-axis coordinate between the end
peptidic units (labeled “3” in Figure 1). Thez-axis was
defined as the axis perpendicular to the membrane plane,
with the zero of the axis set to the center of the bilayer. As
a visual aid, lines representing the average position of the
choline groups and the glycerol groups were placed on the
graphs for reference. Similarly the insertion angles were
determined by obtaining the angle between the end peptidic
units and the bilayer normal, which was approximated, in
this case, as thez-axis.

Results and Discussion
Insertion Mechanism. We observe spontaneous insertion
of antimicrobial polymers in all of the antimicrobial contain-
ing simulations reported here (Figure 2). It appears that
cooperative activity occurs at high AM concentrations, as
one molecule possesses the capacity to interact with and
assist penetration of other AMs into the lipid bilayer. In the
early stages of the simulation the AM molecules accumulate
at the headgroup region of the outer leaflet lipid-water
interface (Figure 2a) with their hydrophilic amide groups in
the water. As the simulation evolves the AM molecules dive
into the membrane to reside under the lipid headgroups
(Figure 2b). At still longer times, as observed in the 18 AM
simulation, some AM molecules cross the lipid bilayer core
to reside under the headgroups of the inner leaflet (Figure
2c).

We have rationalized our observations by postulating the
existence of two AM insertion mechanisms. The first consists
of the spontaneous penetration of single, isolated AM
molecules (1 AM simulation), which is relevant at lower
concentrations. Data for the distance from the AM molecule
to the center of the bilayer as well as the orientation of the
AM relative to the bilayer plane is shown in Figure 3. The
dashed lines show the average position of the lipid CH (∼18
Å) and GL (∼13 Å) groups throughout the simulation. The
insertion distance decreases as the simulation evolves, with
the molecule center crossing the CH-GL slab in about 15 ns
of simulation time (Figure 3a). At this point, once the
molecule has crossed the GL region there is further accom-
modation and reorientation. The AM+ groups, as will be
shown below, remain near the headgroup region, while the
body of the AM intercalates between the lipid tails. As shown
in Figure 3b, the orientation of the molecule throughout the
insertion is almost parallel to the membrane plane. This
mechanism of insertion seems to indicate a simple spontane-
ous insertion at low concentrations for the antimicrobial. We
are currently working on ways to characterize the insertion
time scale for this event.

In addition to the previously described mechanism of
insertion, a second mechanism is seen when AM molecules
interact. To probe the latter, several simulations (2 AM, 8
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AM, and 18 AM) were initiated with AM molecules in close
proximity relative to each other and wholly within the water
subphase. The AM long axes were positioned parallel to the
lipid membrane, and all the AM molecules were initially
placed completely in the water subphase. We present the
insertion distance and orientation angle for both AM
molecules during insertion observed in the 2 AM simulation,
shown in Figure 3c,d. Both antimicrobials initially approach

the membrane and accommodate near the headgroup region
as shown in Figure 2a. Figure 3c shows how the centers of
the AM molecules approach the bilayer at about the same
distance and time. It is important to note here that there is
“contact” between the AMs throughout the insertion process.
Within a short time of accommodation within the lipid
headgroup region, one of the antimicrobials (labeled 2AM1
in Figure 3c) very rapidly changes orientation (Figure 3d).
This antimicrobial will conserve this steep angle and its
interaction with the second antimicrobial, which remains
relatively parallel to the membrane throughout the insertion
process. After this change in orientation, 2AM1 penetrates
the membrane rather quickly. During this process it continues
to interact with the second antimicrobial (2AM2) and “drags”
it through the CH-GL region. After the groups have crossed
the headgroup region dissociation between the two AMs
occur and a shallower angle relative to the bilayer plane is
recovered.

Eventually all of the arylamide monomers penetrate the
membrane at sufficient time scales. Interfacial insertion times,
throughout the simulations, were about 12 ns, and penetration
times ranged from 10 to 20 ns throughout the different
concentration simulations. About 50% of the AMs insert into
the membrane via an accommodation/penetration mechanism
as described here. The remaining 50% of the molecules are
dragged into the bilayer core by those that experience a two
stage mechanism. Further simulation might be required to
extract proper time scales related to the accommodation and
insertion events. The insertion and penetration mechanism
observed in this study expands and adds pictorial detail to
the traditional view of aggregation and oligomerization
attributed to natural AM peptides such as magainins and
melittins.6,7,13,14We are currently working on understanding
how the cooperative interaction between AM molecules
could be related to experimentally observed activity.

Membrane Structure. Figure 4 shows the results depict-
ing the positions of the different protein components along
the z-axis immediately after penetration of the membrane
leaflet, nearest the side of attack, has taken place. The data
analyzed here corresponds to the total simulation time for 0
AM, 1 AM, 2 AM, and 8 AM simulations and to about 200
ns of simulation time for the 18 AM simulation. As can be
seen (Figure 4a), the membrane density on the side of attack
decreases and broadens as the concentration increases. This
is indicative of a displacement of the lipid headgroups due
to the insertion of the AM polymers into the protein. There
seems to be a decrease in the water density on the side of
attack as the concentration increases as well. This is due, at
least in part, to the antimicrobial molecules displacing water
molecules at the lipid headgroup region. As shown by the
dashed lines (Figure 4b), corresponding to the AM polymers,
the AM+ units reside near the GL group of the lipid and
between the GL and CH groups of the lipid. The body of
the AM polymers however sits well past the GL groups. In
the low concentration case a peak appears near the center of
the bilayer. At higher concentrations, the distribution is
broader, and the AM groups span several Ångstroms between
the GL groups and parts of the opposite side of the lipid
membrane. After insertion/penetration, the AM+ groups

Figure 2. Depiction of the observed two-step - accommoda-
tion (a) and penetration (b) mechanism for membrane inser-
tion of the antimicrobial (AM) aryl amide dimer molecules into
the outer leaflet of a DMPC lipid bilayer (DMPC: choline, red;
phosphate, purple; glycerol group, blue sticks; hydrophobic
tails, green sticks). The initial interfacial insertion stage
involves adsorption and “snorkeling” of the AM at the bilayer
surface (a). In this example of the penetration stage, one AM
rotates to become perpendicular to the bilayer plane and drags
the accompanying AM into the membrane core (b). Subse-
quent population of both leaflets occurs at much longer times
(c).
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reside close to the glycerol moieties, while the remainder of
the molecule resides in the hydrophobic core.

At sufficiently long times all the AM molecules eventually
insert into the membrane core and become oriented with their

long axes parallel to the membrane surface. AM associations
during the initial insertion process are lost via diffusion after
further penetration into the membrane. After about 1µs of
simulation time, half of the AM polymers spontaneously
cross the bilayer core and sit opposite the attack leaflet (18
AM simulation). The atom weighted densities showing the
membrane structure are shown in Figure 5. At long times,
there seems to be a preference for the AM body (labeled
AMB in Figure 5a,b) to sit wholly near the center of the
lipid membrane. The AM+ groups seem to prefer a position
slightly below the GL groups (Figure 5b). This is in contrast
to that observed initially after insertion where the AM+
group sits between the GL and CH groups. We believe this
is due to transbilayer interactions with both lipids and other
antimicrobial molecules. Indeed, as we will discuss below,
AMs in one leaflet can interact and align with AMs from
the opposite leaflet.

Typically, thinning of the system occurs when AM
molecules are added to a hydrated lipid bilayer.30 In the
present simulations the membrane surface area (simulation
cell cross section) increases slightly (6% at the highest
concentration) and the overall system thickness (simulation
cell height) decreases slightly (1% at the highest concentra-
tion) with increasing number of AMs.

Water Penetration and Transport. A decrease in water
penetration at the attacked bilayer leaflet and an increase in
water penetration at the leaflet opposite the AM attack are
observed in the simulations. As AMs snorkel and dive
through the membrane headgroup region they exclude water
that normally resides at the interface. The leaflet opposite
the AM attack expands in response to the swelling of the
attacked leaflet, thereby enabling water penetration. This

Figure 3. Insertion distance to bilayer center (top graphs) and orientation angle (bottom graphs) for the 1AM simulation (left)
and the 2AM simulation (right). Dashed lines represent the average positions of the CH group (top line) and the GL group
(bottom line) within the attacked leaflet.

Figure 4. Atom weighted densities for the lipid bilayer (solid
lines) and the AM molecules (dashed lines) for simulations
with 0 (black), 2 (red), 8 (green), and 18 (blue) antimicrobial
molecules. The scale on the left corresponds to the lipid
molecules, while the scale on the right corresponds to the
AM polymers.
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effect is exacerbated with increasing AM concentration and
has been noted previously for melittin penetration into a lipid
bilayer.31 However, the asymmetry between the pure inner
leaflet and the AM containing outer leaflet may be exag-
gerated due to finite size effects, which in turn can enhance
water penetration into the leaflet opposite to the AM attack.

In the absence of AM molecules in the bilayer, water can
spontaneously diffuse past the lipid headgroups but is
normally expelled back into the bulk region. The presence
of AM molecules within both bilayer leaflets allows for
occasional AM alignment perpendicular to the bilayer plane,
thereby providing a stepping-stone pathway for water
molecules to cross the membrane, as shown schematically
in Figure 6. In this figure, snapshots of a single water
molecule are taken during a passage across the membrane.
The lipid bilayer and the surrounding water molecules have
been abstracted into color panels for clarity. The water
approaches from the water subphase and crosses the lipid
headgroup region, where it finds an antimicrobial molecule.
At this stage, the water unit interacts with the hydrophilic
site until the bottom AM molecule aligns properly. At this
time a quick jump occurs between both molecules, and the
water now resides in the lower leaflet. The water finally
crosses the lower leaflet headgroup region and returns to the
water subphase.

In effect, water or ions could become transiently bound
within the core of the bilayer by the hydrophilic groups of
the AM. Thermal fluctuations can drive this bound water
deeper into the membrane whereupon it can jump to an
appropriately positioned AM in the opposite leaflet and
eventually exit the membrane after crossing the bilayer core.

The observed water transport is a rare event for a system of
this size and even for a simulation of this length. In the
highest concentration simulation, the water molecule passage
rate is roughly 1/ns, which is about three times that of the
pure CG membrane. This type of ion or water transport has
been suggested as a viable mechanism for the function of
hydraphile channels.32 It is important to note that our water
unit represents three loosely packed water molecules. As
such, it is also comparable to a hydrated ion. This suggests
that hydrated ions could gain passage through the bilayer
by means of this mechanism. It is important to note that these
water-passage results across the membrane are to be taken
in a slightly qualitative manner as the coarse grain repre-
sentation of the units interacting here does not allow for a
more quantitative description of the passage event. It is clear,
however, that the presence of the antimicrobials, mediating
the water passage, results in an increase in the overall water-
passage rate.

Conclusion
We see no evidence for the formation of pores when these
synthetic AMs oligomerize during attack on the membrane
and subsequently undergo trans-bilayer flips. This lack of
pore formation could be due, at least in part, to the fact that
the AMs are too short to span the bilayer.12 However,
interactions between AMs are fundamental for the disruption
of the lipid bilayer. As such, these results emphasize AM
cooperativity which is integral to the traditional Shai-
Matsuzaki-Huang model and provides an alternative mech-
anism for transport across the membrane. This molecular
level simulation of the interfacial insertion and penetration
process suggests a possible new approach to generate targets
drugs for pathogen eradication. The present results are not
aimed to dispute the compelling evidence that exists regard-
ing nanopore formation by natural AMs, rather they provide
a basis for the design of low-cost synthetic AM molecules
which could disrupt a cellular membrane through an alterna-
tive pathway.

Figure 5. Atom weighted densities for the lipid bilayer (solid
lines) and the AM molecules (dashed lines) for simulations
with 0 (black), 2 (red), 8 (green), and 18 (blue) antimicrobial
molecules. The scale on the left corresponds to the lipid
molecules, while the scale on the right corresponds to the
AM polymers.

Figure 6. Representative water trajectories (blue spheres are
CG waters) showing passage from the bulk water phase, W1
(purple), through the headgroup region HG1 (orange), and
hydrophobic membrane core, C (yellow) to the HG2 and W2
regions via a pathway employing the aryl amide molecules
as stepping stones.
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The traditionally accepted mechanism for water transport
involves the formation of pores by amphiphilic peptides.
Here, however, the AMs, rather than forming a pore, provide
a local hydrophilic environment to trap water within the
globally hydrophobic membrane core. At high AM concen-
trations the probability for the alignment of AMs in opposite
leaflets to form a bridge across the bilayer is increased. This
suggests a previously unexplored pathway for membrane
leakage and poration. Furthermore, in a fully atomistic
environment, the formation of water wires across the bilayer
seems plausible.33,34 From our results we see that pore
formation may not be necessary and that if AM bilayer flips
can occur, water leakage is possible.

The efficiency of the aryl amide class of AMs, their ease
of synthesis, and, as shown in this paper, their specific
interaction with the membrane provides thought-provoking
insight into possible AM design. The presented observations
also provide an explanation of the fundamental interactions
between generic amphiphilic molecules and lipid membranes.
The present study presents researchers with a qualitative
picture of the mode of action of a purely synthetic AM
polymer which can be generalized to generic models and
thus should be able to impact in the design of new and more
potent antimicrobial agents.
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